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Introduction

MASTER  PRINCIPLE: MEASURABLE ACTION  VS  COMFORTABLE COMMUNICATIONS

The Climate Crisis & the UN Secretary General's 
Call for Cit izen and Youth Mobilizat ion 
  

?We all know the massive scale of the climate challenges we face. And we all 
know we are not on track.  

I am pleased to be with you today to talk about the Climate Summit I will 
host next September in New York to help put us on track.  

The Summit will focus on delivering three key outcomes: raising real 
ambition; trans formative action in the real economy; and an unprecedented 
citizen and youth mobilization. Our younger generations will have to help 
drive, and complete, the work we start today.  

We need to harness their energy, invention and political power to raise 
climate ambition.?      

We are developing - in close alignment with the mobilization coalition of the UN SG Climate Summit 2019 - multiple action-oriented 

campaigns to drive massive youth and civil society mobilization & concrete climate action engagement.  

1. Ear t h Music Awards Earth Music Awards (online music video contest). By focusing on young people, their social energy and openness 

for innovation the Earth Music Awards are activating citizens and youth to get engaged in impact oriented local and global action.

2. #Act ionNow Concer t  in Sept em ber  2019 in New York  We have already identified and begun discussions with our preferred venue, 

received initial expression of celebrity interest, commenced the development of our donation and sponsorship campaign, and have also 

commenced discussions relating to the potential national broadcast of our event. 

3. Individual Clim at e Act ion Movem ent  Building and Docum ent at ion on www.cheerity.com.  We are developing a platform on which 

youth across the planet send photos of themselves doing any three actions that have been designed to deliver positive and measurable 

impact for sustainability. One of the proposed actions will be to sign the Climate Neutral Now pledge climatepledge.global  

4. Clim at e Act ion/SDG Awareness Cam paign for  Global Purpose- Dr iven SMES to engage small and medium-sized enterprises 

leveraging the HealRWorld global platform of 1.25 million social-impact aligned SME?s

5. #Act ionNow Awards show & Recept ion @ UN Headquar t ers (in cooperation with HealRWorld and AngelsTV)

6. 'The 17"  Cam paign - Feat ur ing renowned leaders/ celebr it ies 

#ActionNow is an open and participatory mass mobilization campaign for 
climate action and implementation of the UN?s Sustainable Development 
Goals.  It has been formed as a direct response to the UN Secretary 
General's call to action to the global public to help exponentially  increase 
awareness of the SDGs, as well as awareness of our increasingly dire 
state of global climate change, and the need for all of us to participate in 
the achievement of pervasive sustainability - as one.

2Creating Engagement Opportunities  

#

Global Temperature anomalies in Feb 2018 according to NASA 

Youth Climate Act ion Leader, Gret ta Thunberg - Calling for Act ion
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GLOBAL CONCERT & MEASURABLE IMPACT 
ACTION CAMPAIGNS FOR THE EARTH. 
Aligning with the UN Secretary-General 2019, Climate Summit, 
New York - September 21st - 23rd

#

4Mass Mobilization with Youth & Music 

5Creating the Future of Global Climate Action Together 

We are leveraging the success of past and ongoing partnerships of the ActionNow lead organization IAAI  with 
UN organizations like UNFCCC, UNESCO MOST, UN Habitat, UN Women and the expertise and networks of 
various executives, celebrities, diplomats, philanthropists and media producers now coming together to form 
ActionNow. 

We are designing a mobilization campaign & platform that can answer to the challenge that the UN's 
Secretary General presented as part of his Climate Summit 2019 Agenda. He shared this message as a 
call-to-action across a wide range of UN and mass media communication channels targeting global youth, 
sustainability-aligned small and mid-sized enterprises (SMEs) and other important target populations. His 
target audience:  civil society, climate and SDG implementation heroes - and the masses.

We are inspiring climate action awareness, empowerment and action through the use of large-scale cultural
events, such as music concerts. We are developing campaigns that are seamlessly integrated with the 
deployment of customized information, recruitment and communication tools, platforms and campaigns 
providing simple, measurable activities that all of the world's youth can participate in and be rewarded for.

We are developing unique experiences dedicated to, and communicating with, social impact/common good- 
oriented populations ready to join forces to overcome geographic, linguistic, generational and religious 
divides in the quest for a more climate-safe future. 

3#ActionNow Concert 2019

New York, NY dur ing the United Nat ion?s General Assembly, 
September 2019.  Our aspiration is to become one of the most 
significant and ongoing SDG Innovation & Activation activities using 
celebrity concerts, other cultural events, mass media and technology 
campaigns to deliver measurably positive impact to the great challenge 
of Climate Action. We believe each person can help make a better 
world, and everybody can contribute to the public good on both a  local 
and global level once empowered through culture, media, technology 
and organization. 
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The UN Secretary General?s Climate Summit at the United Nations in 
September 2019 will be one of the most important climate action events of 
2019. UN Secretary General António Guterres has announced that he aims to 
have "unprecedented youth and civil society engagement" as one of the three 
(3) key outcomes of his climate summit. 

We are here to contribute with our #ActionNow campaign and a growing 
network of partners - organized in the multi- stakeholder partnership GloCha 
- to the achievement of this goal. We aim to inspire and empower tens to 
hundreds of millions of people to take specific actions for people and planet. 
We also aim to showcase information and data on impact of individual and 
collective action on http://climateaction.unfccc.int/. Most importantly, we are working 
hard to harness the voices of youth and global business through music, 
videos, social media sharing and our mobile phones!

http://climateaction.unfccc.int/

